
PHYS 2211 Recitation 05 Solution
Jun 20–22

You should work in collaborative groups of 3–4, but each student must write up their own
solution to the problem. Show all your work, and explain all your reasoning.

Mountain climbers Sven, Lars, and Ulaf (having identi-
cal masses m) are navigating down a steep snowfield in-
clined at θ = 30◦ below the horizontal, when a crevasse
opens beneath Sven. Fortunately, he is tethered to Lars
5.0m upslope, who is in turn tethered to Ulaf, a further
5.0m upslope. Both Lars and Ulaf fall to the ground,
and begin to slip downslope (with coefficient of kinetic
friction µk = 0.15), as Sven drops downward while sus-
pended by his tether. All three climbers gain speed as
Lars and Ulaf slip toward the brink of the crevasse! Are
these intrepid mountain climbers doomed?

TA Analysis: Each student should complete this portion of the worksheet individually,
following along as the TA works the problem. The work you show here will be factored
into your grade!

A. Sketch a free body diagram for Sven, and use the diagram to explain qualitatively whether
the tension in his tether cord is greater than, equal to, or less than his gravitational weight,
mg.



B. Sketch free body diagrams for both Lars and Ulaf, choosing appropriate coordinate axes
and decomposing all force vectors as appropriate. Write out five Newton’s Law equations
for the three climbers, and identify seven quantities in those equations that are currently
unknown. Identify another idea that we can invoke to get a 6th and 7th equation, to be
able to compute all unknowns. (Here, the mass m of the climbers is presumed to be a
known, but unspecified, quantity.)



C. Determine the tension in each of the two tether cords, expressed as a fraction or multiple
of mg. Determine the magnitude of the acceleration with which Lars and Ulaf are slipping
downslope, and with which Sven is plummeting vertically down into the crevasse.

D. What will be the speed of all three climbers at the moment Lars slips over the edge of the
crevasse?



Student Analysis: Complete the worksheet in collaborative groups of 3–4, with each
student writing up their own solution to the problem. Show all your work, and explain all
your reasoning.

At the moment Lars slips over the edge, Ulaf manages to wrestle an ice-pick out of his
pack. Digging the pick into the snow, he is able to generate a drag force D, that gradually
slows him down. He comes to a complete stop a distance s = 1.0m from the lip of the
crevasse.

E. What is the magnitude of all three climbers’ acceleration,
as they all come to a stop?

F. Draw free body diagrams for Sven and Lars. Use qualitative arguments to compare the
tension in Sven’s cord to his weight mg, and to compare the tension in Lars’s cord to their
combined weight, 2mg.



G. Sketch a free body diagram for Ulaf, indicating appropriate coordinate axes, and decom-
posing all forces as necessary.

Checkpoint: Before continuing further, have the TA review your group’s work so far.

H. Write out four Newton’s Law equations for the three climbers, and identify the five “un-
knowns” that you will be able to determine, using these equations. (Recall that a fifth
relationship is available, due to the nature of kinetic friction!)



I. Determine the tensions in the two tethers, and the magnitude of the drag force generated
by the ice-pick. (Express all answers as fractions or multiples of mg.) In particular, verify
that the two tensions match your qualitative expectations in Part F.


